Programs & Courses

Undergraduate Programs

The Department of Spanish and Portuguese Studies offers a Spanish Major, a Spanish Minor and a Minor in Portuguese Language and Luso-Brazilian Studies. Spanish Majors are required to Study Abroad or participate in our Service Learning program, and may optionally apply to the Honors Program. Visit the Undergraduate Programs page to learn more.

Graduate Programs

We currently offer a Master's degree and a PhD degree in Hispanic Studies. See the Graduate Programs page to learn more about these programs, as well as Teaching Assistantships and Fellowships.

Spanish Language Program

We offer Spanish instruction at many different levels for majors and non-majors at the University of Washington. Learn more about our Spanish Language Program.

Portuguese Language Program

We offer Portuguese instruction at many different levels for students at the University of Washington, as well as a Minor in Portuguese Language and Luso-Brazilian Studies. Learn more about our Portuguese Language Program.

Courses

Each quarter we offer a variety of courses on the language and literature of Hispanic cultures around the world. See Courses for current offerings.
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